START BUILDING APPS FAST — SO RADICAL, SO EASY
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TAKE A STAND:

App Composer –
Forever Ends Slow,
Complicated App
Development

Cause a
Commotion —
Drag, Drop, Deploy
Yes, it really is that simple.
Want to maximize the productivity of your developers
throughout the entire software development cycle?
DAC provides an easy-to-use application development
environment that allows multiple designers and
developers to work in parallel.

Key out-of-the-box DAC functionality includes:

•

Data management services – aggregates
and orchestrates data from your connected
devices, business systems, social media, and
other channels.

•

Visualization and Analytics – empowers
your end users to perform BI anywhere,
anytime, with a simple right-click.

•

Business Rules Management – automates
routine and exceptional decisions.

•

In-Context Collaboration – provides the
social tools for real-time decision-making
and communication.

•

Connections to Business Ecosystem –
drives decisions and actions resulting from
analysis directly back into your business and
enterprise systems.

Get ready to inject real-time intelligence and efficiency
into your business operations really fast - coding optional.
Decisyon App Composer (DAC) has a unique, visual
application development environment that leverages
Predix and native microservices to accelerate the creation
of Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) solutions.
Whatever the data sources - devices, business system or
social channels - DAC enables you to deliver the right
information to the right people at the right time. Think
smarter decision-making, more profitable operations,
and dramatically faster “speed to value” for developers,
business analysts, solution architects and operators. Start
assembling powerful asset and process optimization
applications — all at radical speed.

With DAC, everything is just a few clicks away. By
radically simplifying the creation of solutions on Predix,
you can deliver at a fraction of the time and cost. Even
non-developers can build applications easily and
independently like never before.
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DAC Delivers the
Speed You Need
for the IIoT Data
Deluge
Speed is your competitive advantage and DAC is the
way. It fuels your innovation, decision-making, and
ability to take action. DAC lets you leverage the data
deluge to your advantage. From all business-centric
channels, you’ll be able to make timely decisions that
boost your bottom line by:

•

Increasing development speed of new IIoT

•

Driving better outcomes that allow business

•

Giving solution architects and system integrators

solutions without requiring any coding.

operators to make smarter, real-time decisions.

a way to quickly respond to changing client and
market needs.

We Have Solutions
For Your Industry

Oil and Gas, Manufacturing, Aviation, Renewables, and others.
We have industry-specific solutions which not only bring speed and
action to critical operations, they also enable rapid deployment. Learn
more at decisyon.com.

Start Your RIoT Today.

Take Decisive Action with Decisyon App Composer for
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Data & Service Orchestration

Business Intelligence

Pull together and orchestrate relevant data and
web services for analysis at the right time.

Utilize your apps and tools in a unified framework
to gain insights and optimize decisions.

In-Context Collaboration

Rules & Learning

Communicate with key stakeholders in context
in a unique collaboration environment.

Unifies your business rules into a
single platform that learns as you grow.

About Decisyon
Decisyon enables business users to rapidly build solutions using a code-free visual software development environment. Our products
accelerate your data journey from aggregation to visualization, insight, analysis and decision thru action. Decisyon offers the leading
code-free visual software development environment for mission critical enterprise operations requiring real-time awareness and
adaptability to their business operations and processes. We have developed and deployed many vertical solutions for the manufacturing,
renewable energy, aviation, pharmaceutical, financial services, transportation and automotive industries. With built-in microservices
such as data management, BI, mashboarding, rules engine, collaboration and execution, Decisyon offers a dramatic increase in speed
to outcome for building and modifying vertical solutions. Decisyon’s products and software solutions, ideally suited for IIoT applications
running on any PaaS, are used in over 200 companies globally. Decisyon is headquartered in San Francisco, California.
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